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First Thoughts

What are the BIG HURDLES and 
BIG OPPORTUNITIES in publishing 

‘in-house’?



Collaboration

Authors
Editors
Technical people
Marketing people
Library people
Evaluators

Academics
Students

Managers
Distributors



JISC asked University teams

New e-textbook developments must:

Support a range of activities and interactions carried out by teachers 
or learners

Be based on principles of:

◦ Re-usability

◦ Accessibility

◦ Interoperability

◦ Durability

Be available to users whenever and wherever - “bring your own 
device”

Enable effective use through VLEs – or similar environments

… and mobile devices

To bid for funding to trial Institution as Publisher



JISC asked University teams

• Costs 

• Business Models 
• Licensing

• Production Methods

• Dissemination

• Distribution

• Discovery

• Marketing

• Usage

• Uptake 

• Wide Adoption



JISC’s programme goals

• A more affordable 
education for students

• Better value for money 
than commercial 
alternatives

• An improved, more 
sustainable information 
environment for all 

They aim to help provide:



What the project hoped to achieve

A. To write and publish two eTextbooks
◦ How to Write a Research Dissertation

◦ Research Methods

B. To develop a companion website for each

C. To identify a sustainable model for publishing

D. To provide sector-wide knowledge

E. To experiment



What may be different about an 
Institution as Publisher University?

Content Acquisition/Creation:
Local sourcing of content
‘Re-use’ of local content
Collaborative opportunities

Collected Learning:
Repository/Collection/Storage
Edited, peer-reviewed, iterative

Pedagogic Quality/Relevance:
Relevance to curriculum
Edited, peer-reviewed, iterative



Personal Goals for the Partners



We went into the project thinking about...

Seeking opportunities for sustaining an Open Education model

Exploring a ‘minimum-fuss’ Distribution Model

Doing everything with Currently Available resources

Approaching things with a Project Management mindset

Continually Evaluating what we do and why we do it



Looking at what we did

https://www.amazon.co.uk/Undertaking-Your-Research-Project-Undergraduates-ebook/dp/B01IVR27IQ/ref=sr_1_1?ie=UTF8&qid=1497195608&sr=8-1&keywords=etips+ebook
https://www.amazon.co.uk/Undertaking-Your-Research-Project-Undergraduates-ebook/dp/B01IVR27IQ/ref=sr_1_1?ie=UTF8&qid=1497195608&sr=8-1&keywords=etips+ebook


Looking at what we did



Looking at what we did



Looking at why and how we did it



•Commission book 
and design 
companion web 
site

1

•Author books 
and write web 
interactions

2
•Peer review book 

and interactions

3

•Create etextbook
and develop 
interactions

4
•Publish book and 

companion 
website

5

•Dissemination 
project outputs

6

The Process



Looking at who wrote it



Looking at how it became distributed



Looking at who reads it

The Unknown Reader



Looking at who reads it

The Known Reader



Looking at how effective it is



Lessons Learned from Known Readers
Guidance is becoming cheaper to buy, cheaper

to create (sticking point: dedicated resources)

Readers happy to buy things themselves 

(sticking point: library services)

Readers are used to buying reading material 

from Amazon (sticking point: control)

Readers prefer ‘no frills’, but expect it to 

be good (sticking point: embedding)



Understanding Unknown Readers



Reacting to Unknown Readers



Looking at what happens now

• Evaluation
• Comparative Texts
• Interviews with UHI and Edinburgh Napier
• Interviews with Authors/Production Team

• Promotion
• Dissemination
• Presentation/Publication
• Growth and Development

A sustainable model – books 3, 4, 5 and beyond…



Ideas for the future

Professional 
development

An alternative to academic 
publishing  for academic staff:

which provides a springboard 
for early career academics

has significant value as a 
professional development 

opportunity

supports engagement with 
local and wider HE 

community

Digital learning 
resources

An alternative way to provide 
students with learning 

content:

with potential to widen 
access to programmes

with potential to enhance 
student experience

with potential to improve 
quality of learning and 

teaching

Global Enhancement 
opportunity

Publication of significant 
pieces of work to a global 

market place:

aiming to  develop 
commercial income

to enhance organisational 
and individual reputation 

globally

to offset production costs for 
other use cases

Student Dissertations

An opportunity to publish 
‘the best’ students’ work:

to enhance organisational 
and individual reputation 

globally

to incentivise student 
achievement 

to contribute to 
enhancement themes



Thoughts…

What are the BIG HURDLES and 
BIG OPPORTUNITIES in publishing 

‘in-house’?



Thoughts…

How effective is Amazon as a
distributor for ‘in-house’ 

publications?



Questions…


